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All Things We Like brings 
you playful design that has 
a positive impact on your 
mood but minimal impact on 
the environment. 

Our unique Dutch Eco-Designs are 
beautiful both on the outside and inside!
 

We believe in the power of creativity and design 

to help transform society. We use the impact of 

design for the social good. When Janneke started 

the company 10 years ago, she wanted her design 

to contribute to a better world. Not put more ‘crap’ 

on it! Way before sustainability became so popular, 

and with the sustainable movement growing so did 

the company.The materials are pure and sustainable. 

Designed and made in our studio and produced 

with an ever growing network of local craftsmen and 

social workplaces. We hope to inspire you to make 

more sustainable choices!

WWW. ALLTHINGSWELIKE.COM

SOCIAL ECO-DESIGN

Handmade and crafted by Janneke and her small team in her atelier in Utrecht, 

Holland. We work with only the finest, sustainable materials. We fabricate, polish, 

assemble and finish every piece by hand in our studio. This gives every piece their 

unique quality. We collaborate with social workplaces and local artisans to  

help us in production. The studio itself is a real urban jungle, with inspiration 

everywhere!



 

    

  

Our new collection is CRAP. 
Made from wasted plastic & 
old refridgerators.

Old refrigerators, dirtbags and factory moulds, our new collection is 

just crap! What’s the value of waste? We turn it into something beau-

tiful and valuable again. We teamed up with a small innovative Dutch 

factory that transforms large volumes of plastic waste into a sustaina-

ble material again. With this material we use experimental techniques 

to turn it into our planthangers, small furniture and jewelry pieces. 



An eco collection celebrating the magical world of fungi 
and their power to heal, sustain and contribute 
to the regeneration of life on Earth. Oakwood and recycled plastic pendants & pins, goldplated necklaces.

As nature is our biggest inspiration, our design is environmentally 

friendly produced. Our eco jewelry is high quality and durable,  

handmade without any harmfull substances and to last a lifetime.



Protest Pins

MAKE ART NOT WAR
it‘s time to protest, make yourself seen and heard, 

what do you stand for?!  My protest pins are a hommage to 
‘70’s protestbuttons, fashion is a way to  make a statement. 

This collection is supporting Ukraine with the profits.
 > View the full collection in our wholesale webshop

https://www.allthingswelike.com/allthingswelike.com/product-category/new-collection/


Recycled Plastic Jewelry

A new colorful collection of recycled plastic jewelry! We are  
exited to have found this great recycled alternative to using plastic. 

Porcelain Jewelry

All designs are handmade in our studio in Utrecht. Before an item leaves the stu-
dio, it’s polished, assembled and finished by hand. This ensures that every single 

piece is made with love and dedication.

> View the full collection in our wholesale webshop



Eco-brass & goldplated jewelry

Inspired by nature, made ecofriendly!

Necklaces are high quality and durable, sterling silver  

goldplated 14k. Pendants made from eco brass, recycled plastic 

and wood. Environmentally friendly produced without any  

harmfull substances. 

> View the full collection in our wholesale webshop

         New Eco-Jewelry

https://www.allthingswelike.com/allthingswelike.com/product-category/new-collection/


Ecofriendly & Fair Jewelry

As nature is our biggest inspiration, we work with only  
the finest & purest materials: 14k goldplate sterling silver  

necklaces with wooden, ecobrass and porcelain pendants.  
Handmade with love by nice people. We like!

> View the full collection in our wholesale webshop

Bestsellers



BESTSELLERS HOME & PLANTS

We help you choose by sharing some of our best-

selling designs! These plantpots, planthangers and 

plantstakes help you create your on urban jungle.

> View the full collection in our wholesale webshop



Socialdesign Porcelain

All a little bit unique as it is all made by hand, proudly made with a lot of 

love and dedication in our social workplace. The glazed porcelain shows 

explosions of colour, chemical reactions sweet as candy!

> View the full collection in our wholesale webshop 





PLANTSTAKES
 

Our plantstands made from 

recycled plastic support 

your plants when growing! 

Our new plantstakes let 

your plants lean and grow 

against them, to help them 

grow straight.

> View the full collection in our 

wholesale webshop 



PLANTHANGER MOBILES & LAMP

Highlight your plantfriends and help them grow by putting them up in 

the light! Our ecofriendly collection of recycled plastic planthangers. 

We transformed this great recycled alternative for plastic into this 

colorful and translucent new eco planthangers.  

> View the full collection in our wholesale webshop



© Urbanjunglebloggers

RECYCLED PLASTIC PLANTHANGERS

We are exited to present you our new ecofriendly collection  

of recycled plastic planthangers! We transformed this  

great recycled alternative for plastic into this colorful  

and translucent new eco planthangers.  

Acrylic sheets 5mm (Plexiglas, PMMA) with eco-brass cord.

> View the full collection in our wholesale webshop



© StudioJux

WOODEN PLANTHANGERS

Our wooden planthangers are made of FSC-certified wood  

from wellmanaged forest. Avalaible in regular and XL size.

> View the full collection in our wholesale webshop



UPCYCLED PLASTIC VASES

The ECLIPSE vases collection makes you want play  

with the light inside, colour, reflections and transparency.  

The beauty of nature and the cosmos the parts are movable so you 

can change the light, colour and reflections and play around!

> View the full collection in our wholesale webshop

 



ECLIPSE CANDLEHOLDERS

The ECLIPSE collection makes you want play with light,

colour, reflections and transparency. The beauty of the cosmos. 

The parts are movable so you can change the light, colour 

and reflections and play around!

> View the full collection in our wholesale webshop



PAPERGOODS & WALLART

Our wooden frames are made with recycled and 

FSC-certified materials. Our wooden posters are 

silkscreenprinted by hand with waterbased inks.  

We Like! 

> View the full collection in our wholesale webshop
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Wholesale and press information:
Contact:  Janneke van der Heijden

Email:  janneke@allthingswelike.com

Telephone: +31 - 645 738 401

Website: www.allthingswelike.com
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